



STUDY ON THE VARIATION OF AIR PROPERTIES 
IN A FLAT ROOM DURING COAL GAS HEATING 
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瓦訟\竺~1 9 叶 9.45 1 10 ∞ いω 1 10ω 1 10.45 1 1 1 ・∞ 1 11 . 15 1 11 判[ 11.49 1 12ω 1 12 . 19
①畳上Hi5cm1 12.5 1 25.8 1 27.5 1 28.5 1 29.2 1 29.8 1 30.01 ω.8 1 31.2 121.4 1 19.31 18.6 
②IJ' 125 / 1 11.51 20.21 22.51 23.51 24.61 25.21 25.51 26.01 26.21 20.31 19.01 18.3 
③ グ ω グ110.5117.31 18.7 1 19.21 20.61 21.5 1 21・81 22.5 1 23.0 1 19.3 1 18.2 1 17.8 
平 均 1.5 21.1 22.9 23.7 24.8 25.5 25.8 26.1 26.8 20.3 18.8 18.2 
外 気 6.0 7.1 8.1 8.9 9.9 10.9 12.0 12.5 13.1 13.6 14.2 14.4 
平均一外気 5.5 14.0 14.9 14.8 14.9 14.6 13.8 13.9 13.7 6.7 4.6 3.8 
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石堂・弁上・加藤:ガス緩房審寺の空気条件 -91-



















き1.2， .v" • ー←…_.....~_..- . .・・...1.0~tT的 ょうである。即ち暖房の
I.CトI .. . _ ...・..0" 初期15分では2回/時位
。sト.._.#-#・.. ん.-.-...-←…..--4-."・H・-・ 3.0""~I制
uJ />二4エ石工:一一 工 v ・ 吋4.0~匂射の換気であるが務次叫
I .....~竺FJO:二7:+ー-一ー・・ ー…占……一・一一一・ 5.0吃旬 1骨;，ι4ト ふ佐川 ，-::二...・V ・-- 大して何分後では4回/… _. E メ//.・.... 
ι2ト av- 時の換気とたり暖房停止
1<;令 3帥 45i! eC骨 751ヤ 90令 105官 12何 時迄持続している状視が































Experimental study was made in a R.C. flat room to make clear the 
variation of air temperature， CO. concentration and number of times of air 
change during coal gas heating. By this study， we obtained some instructive 
results concerning following subjects. 
1. Distribution of room air temperature in relation to the height in the room. 
2. Difference of air temperature inside and outside of the room. 
3. Increase and distribution of CO. concentration in roorp. air during heating. 
4. Number of times of air change which is caused from the natural ventilation 
during heating. 
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